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Product Description
NuSeal is an ultra-durable high gloss thermoplastic seal and fi nish for all types of stone and 
tile fl oors. NuSeal resists scuffs, scratches, heel marks and wear. NuSeal also has a higher slip 
resistance factor than most fi nishes so that it gives you an extra margin of error on marbles, 
terrazzo, granite and other hard fl oors.

1. Remove and sweep all debris off your newly installed Nurazzo fl ooring.

2. Hang and install plastic from the base up the wall approximately 24”. The plastic will protect 
the wall from the slurry splash.

3. Place safety signs insight and in clear view of each entrance that leads into the area of work.

4. Stage the area with the following equipment: Heavy or weighted slow-speed machine 175 rpm 
to 325 rpm, wet-vac, mop bucket, mop, red or peach pad, ragas airmover.

5. Stage the area with the following materials: NuSeal acrylic sealer/fi nish, neutral cleaner.

6. Place the slow-speed machine in to position with proper pad beneath. Apply neutral 
cleaner (mixed with water) on to the surface. Begin to manually scrub surface with slow-
speed machine in a checkered board fashion making a minimum of (2) passes or more. 
Once scrubbed vacuum  water up and clean water rinse surface with a mop.  (Follow the 
manufacturer suggested  amounts for chemical and square footage).

7. Once step 6 is complete force dry the Nurazzo surface until dry. Apply the NuSeal with a 
micro-fi ber pad. Apply a minimum of 3 thin coats of fi nish.

8. Hi-speed burnish or slow-speed burnish with a white pad or equivalent.

NuSeal Cleaning and 
Sealing Specifi cations
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Application
All application tools must be clean and should not have been used for any other product. Prepare 
the fl oor fi rst by stripping and neutralizing the surface making sure the fl oor is clean and dry 
before application. For best results, use a microfi ber pad to apply the product. Apply a thin coat 
of NuSeal, allowing 30-45 minutes to dry before applying additional coats. Do not recoat until 
previous coat is completely dry. A minimum of 3 coats should be applied to achieve the overall 
high gloss appearance. Buffi ng will produce a beautiful shine.

Maintenance
Maintain NuSeal daily by dust mopping and damp mopping with a neutral cleaner. NuSeal can be 
spray buffed by using a low speed or high speed fl oor machine.

Coverage
Approximately 1500 sq ft per gallon.

Packaging
Available in 1 gallon pails or 5 gallon pails.


